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One of the most common questions on recording forums is:

“I am a newbie and want to get into recording so I can record ideas or my band rehearsals. I don't have 

much $ to spend, so what will you recommend?”.

You most likely need to figure out what you want to achieve with the recording. Some people just want 

to demo ideas to see what works in writing context, while others want to have a full commercial 

recording to present to record labels. Then there are the ones in between that are a little bit of both.

 There are consideration to take into account, like for example how many instruments do you want to 

record at the same time and what degree of separation do you want to have for each. A typical rock 

band will consist of drummer, bassist, singer, guitarist and keyboardist. So a typical modern production 

will have all these guys recording to separate tracks, most likely the drummer cutting the keeper tracks 

while the other guys adding scratch tracks to guide them in the overdubbing process. An engineer's 

track sheet will look something like this:

Instrument Channel
Kick 1
Snare 2
Hi hat 3
Tom 1 4
Tom 2 5
Tom 3 (Floor tom) 6
Overhead left 7
Overhead right 8

http://www.lp2cd.com/audio_terms/o/overdubbing.html
http://www.DescentIntoMadness.com/
http://www.houstonmusic.info/


Keyboard 9&10 stereo
Bass 11 direct
Bass amp 12
Guitar 13
Guitar room mic 14
Vocals 15

So as you see you could possibly need 15 tracks to record a full band. Or you can submix! What 

submixing means is that you can get say drums to channel 1&2 in stereo, bass on 3, rhythm guitars and 

keys on 4&5 and vocals on 6. If you're only keeping the drum performance from the first takes and you 

plan on adding the rest later you can use all tracks for drums and just submit on the last track the guide 

rhythm, whatever that might be. So it is definitely an important consideration how many tracks at once 

you are recording. The more tracks you have – the better but keep in mind that some of the greatest 

music was recorded on 4 and 8 tracks, take the Beatles and the Doors, for example. The more tracks 

you add you're also adding to the price and in many times you end up using 1 or two channels from 

your recording interface.

So we start from a shoestring budget recording system or how to record “el cheapo”. This approach 

usually works for a single songwriter recording a track or two at a time.

For example you're just dabbling in some ideas and want to record them. You don't want to 

spend more cash and you just want to make do with what you already have. Most likely you'd 

have a decent home computer that has an audio card so you're almost there. Now all you need to 

do is figure out a way to hook up your guitar to your PC. 



Here are some common ways to do this:

Diagram 1:

Diagram 1 uses two ¼ mono to 1/8 stereo adapter.

Diagram 2:

Diagram 2 uses one Mono ¼ to Mono 1/8 adapter and then a mono-to-stereo 1/8 adapter.

In the above diagrams 1 and 2 you can actually record two channels of audio if you plug in one 

more signal into the unused adapter slot. One source signal will appear on the left and the other 



on the right channel in your audio recording program.

Diagram 3:

In the above diagram you can connect one guitar (mono) into the line in or mic input. Plugging 

this way into the Line In will result in only one channel with signal so make sure you have only 

mono recording enabled. Either will work but when you connect into the mic input you usually 

need to make sure you're not overloading the recording mic channel. Usually that could be 

found in the Sound and Multimedia settings in the Control Panel in Windows.

There is also an useful article by Microsoft on troubleshooting microphone recording settings 

here. It applies to Windows 98 but little has changed since.

4. Another approach you can take that is still quite inexpensive is to look for used 4 track 

multitrack tape recorders or older digital recorders. Some models to consider: Tascam 

Portastudio, Fostex XR7 4 track tape recorders. These sell under $100 on Ebay and other 

auction sites and are a great learning too if you're just getting started. 

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/266677


1. The source

If you already have a small (or big) amp and you like the sound of it probably the easiest 

and best sounding route to go is to record your rig with a microphone. There are also 

other options such as direct boxes, amp emulators like a POD or Behringer Vamp. Some 

amplifiers also have built in amp simulation outputs, consult your manual for more 

details. One word of caution -if it is tube amp most likely you'd have to keep the speaker 

connected in order to provide a load for the transformers when the amp is working, 

otherwise you might blow it up. Again – especially for tube amps consult the manual!

2. Microphone types

Now there are two types of microphones that you need to be aware of: dynamic and 

condenser. In this case most people would recommend a Shure SM57 because they don't 

know better or haven't had the chance to work with other mics. The SM57 is a fine 

choice but if you're on a low budget you can definitely go for a cheaper dynamic 

microphone, such as Behringer XM8500 Microphone, AKG D2300, Audio-Technica 

PRO 63 and so forth. All these mics can achieve results just as good and will cost you 

less. Personally if I were to spend $100 on a dynamic microphone I would get the 

Sennheiser E835 instead. Condenser mics are also a consideration because if you'd be 

recording vocals, acoustic guitar or any other room live source that you want to capture 

they'll do a better job. There are plenty of cheap condensers that are out there – brands 

that come to mind are MXL, Nady, Behringer. Condensers need phantom power in order 

to operate so most likely you'd need a preamp unless you're getting the new brand of 

condensers that are also USB powered. You then would need a microphone stand or just 

prop it on a pillow facing towards your amp's speaker. You'd also need a cable to connect 

to your computer. 

http://www.sounddevices.com/tech/phantom.htm
http://www.crownaudio.com/mic_web/tips/mictip1.htm
http://www.crownaudio.com/mic_web/tips/mictip1.htm


3. Audio card

Most PC audio cards are 1/8 inch stereo and on the back of the computer. Most PC audio 

cards are at least running at 44.1 khz at 16bit and from what I've seen most of the new 

PC built-in audio cards are capable of doing 48khz at 24bit. All you need to know for 

now is that the higher the bits and frequency the better the representation of the captured 

sound. A redbook CD audio is 44.1khz at 16bit so if used properly most built in audio 

cards will achieve decent demo results. 

There are usually 3 ¼ jacks, one is the “output” usually with an arrow out, “mic input” 

with a microphone on it and the “line in” with an arrow pointing inwards. If you're 

connecting a dynamic microphone directly you'd need an XLR cable to 1/8 cable. Most 

of the time the only cable available is XLR to ¼ inch and then you'd need to get a ¼ to 

1/8 female to male jack. The diagrams above (1-3) show what usually the back of your 

computer will look like. There are also many specialist audio cards on the market 

ranging from PCI (internal) to portable external audio interfaces that work over USB and 

Firewire. Before getting an audio interface it is generally a good idea to do a bit of 

research and lock the purchase of audio card with recording software – some audio cards 

usually works better with certain PC manufacturers' systems, mainboards, etc. There are 

quite a few quirks out there so an informed purchase is definitely a must.



4. Amp simulators

Behringer Vamp, Line 6 POD, or any other one. I personally like the Sansamp TRI-AC 

which provides 3 convincing analog sounds and can double as a live distortion box. You 

can also do it all in the box with software like Riffworks, or several dedicated guitar amp 

emulation plug ins, such as GT Player, Amplitube and bunch of other software 

manufacturers. If you decide to go this route you'll need a ¼ to 1/8 conversion to plug 

into your computers' audio card (see diagrams above). If you're going with an outside 

modeler most likely you'd need to plug into the line in on your PC, otherwise if you're 

plugging the guitar direct most likely through the mic input. Here is a link to sound card 

controls on the different Windows systems: 

http://www.winradio.com/home/soundcardcontrols.htm

5. Recording software

We move on to recording software. There are free programs such as Audacity which is 

good enough to record your material. You can also look into cheap recording programs 

such as N-Track, Acoustica Mixcraft, Magix Studio and other cut down versions of 

popular audio software such as Cubase LE, Sony Acid Lite. If you're on the Mac you 

probably already have Garageband. With a bit of reading of these application's manuals 

you'd discover how to arm a track for recording and you should be ready to go.

http://www.magix.com/
http://www.acoustica.com/mixcraft/
http://www.fasoft.com/
http://audacity.sourceforge.net/download/
http://www.winradio.com/home/soundcardcontrols.htm
http://www.dsound1.com/index_en.php3
http://www.dsound1.com/
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